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A UK-based pilot study of current surgical
practice and implant preferences in lumbar
fusion surgery
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Abstract
Lumbar fusion surgery is an established procedure for the treatment of low back pain. Despite the wide set of alternative fusion
techniques and existing devices, uniform guidelines are not available yet and common surgical trends are scarcely investigated.
The purpose of this UK-based study was to provide a descriptive portrait of current surgeons’ practice and implant preferences in

lumbar fusion surgery.
A UK-based in-person survey was designed for this study and submitted to a group of consultant spinal surgeons (n=32). Fifteeen

queries were addressed based on different aspects of surgeons’ practice: lumbar fusion techniques, implant preferences, and bone
grafting procedures. Answers were analyzed by means of descriptive statistics.
Thirty-two consultant spinal surgeons completed the survey. There was clear consistency on the relevance of a patient-centered

management (82.3%), along with a considerable variability of practice on the preferred fusion approach. Fixation surgery was found
to be largely adopted (96.0%) and favored over stand-alone cages. With regards to the materials, titanium cages were the most used
(54.3%). The geometry of the implants influenced the choice of lumbar cages (81.3%). Specifically, parallel-shape cages were mostly
avoided (89.2%) and hyperlordotic cages were preferred at the lower lumbar levels. However, there was no design for lumbar cages
which was consistently favored. Autograft bone graft surgeries were the most common (60.0%). Amongst the synthetic options,
hydroxyapatite-based bone graft substitutes (76.7%) in injectable paste form (80.8%) were preferred.
Current lumbar fusion practice is variable and patient-oriented. Findings from this study highlight the need for large-scale

investigative surveys and clinical studies aimed to set specific guidelines for certain pathologies or patient categories.

Abbreviations: ALIF= anterior lumbar interbody fusion, DLIF= direct lumbar interbody fusion, HA= hydroxyapatite, LIF= lumbar
interbody fusion, LLIF = lateral lumbar interbody fusion, MIS = minimally invasive surgery, NHS = National Health Service, PEEK =
polyetheretherketone, PLIF = posterior lumbar interbody fusion, TDR = total disc replacement, XLIF = extreme lateral interbody
fusion.

Keywords: bone graft substitutes, fusion implant, interbody cage, lumbar fusion, spine surgery, surgical practice, survey

1. Introduction

Low back pain caused by spinal disorders such as degenerative
disc diseases, congenital deformities and trauma affects over 80%

of the population worldwide.[1] Spinal fusion surgery is an
established and widely adopted procedure for the treatment of
low back pain and has recently experienced a substantial growth
among the major developed countries. In the United States, the
number of spinal fusion procedures increased by 77% between
2002 and 2011.[2] In the United Kingdom, recent data
highlighted a similar trend between 2005 and 2015 with an
increase of 63% of spinal fusion procedures.[3] Within National
Health Service (NHS), spinal surgery was also reported as the
largest single component of expenditure for the management of
low back pain, with direct costs estimated to be over £1.6 billion
per year.[4,5] The spinal fusion market is expected to grow further
from $4775m, in 2013, to $6982m by 2020 across United States,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Japan, Brazil,
India, and China.[6] Such worldwide increase might be partly
explained by the recent advances in spinal implants and the
development of less-invasive surgical methods.[7] Moreover,
novel solutions in terms of biocompatible materials and
osteoconductive bone graft substitutes have been shown to
reduce pseudarthrosis.[8,9] Currently there are 4 main different
approaches to lumbar interbody fusion: anterior lumbar inter-
body fusion (ALIF), posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF),
extreme lateral or direct lumbar interbody fusion (XLIF, DLIF),
and transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion (TLIF). There is still
no evidence that one surgical approach is clinically superior to the
alternatives and indications vary based on the surgeon and the
patient.[10–12] The ALIF approach provides with a clear
visualization and efficient access to the intervertebral space, thus
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allowing for a complete discectomy and the placement of a large
interbody fusion implant to maximize the contact area.[13,14]

Moreover, lumbar lordosis and sagittal balance can be efficiently
restored with anterior hyperlordotic cages.[15,16] These advan-
tages have been shown to contribute to a reduced perioperative
morbidity and higher fusion rates compared to other traditional
approaches.[17] ALIF is particularly favored for the treatment of
degenerative disc disease, chronic pain, instability, and deformity
at the lumbosacral junction; whilst contraindications include
spondylolisthesis greater than grade II, severe vascular disease or
inappropriate vascular anatomy.[10,18,19] Stand-alone ALIF cages
may be a suitable surgical option in cases with single-level
degenerative disc disease; however, posterior fixation may be
required for more difficult surgical cases.[14,20] The PLIF
approach is one of the most traditional and familiar techniques
for spinal surgeons and have been related with an acceptable
degree of fusion and a relatively low complication rate.[21,22]

Indeed, the posterior approaches avoid vascular complications
associated with the anterior approach. However, because of the
posterior surgical access, disadvantages of the technique include
nerve root retraction and possible associated neurological
complications.[23] The traditional PLIF approach utilizes 2 small
interbody implants and it is typically followed by posterior
fixation. PLIF has been recommended for spondylolisthesis,
retrolisthesis, spinal stenosis, and lumbar disc herniation.[24,25]

XLIF or DLIF, also referred as lateral lumbar interbody fusion
(LLIF), is recognized as a less invasive technique compared to
ALIF and PLIF, which has been correlated with reduced
operation time and shorter hospital stays.[26,27] Despite these
advantages, XLIF has been also associated with a considerably
higher frequency of neurological complications and other major
morbidity.[28] XLIF usually utilizes a single ovoid implants and is
anatomically indicated from the lumbar levels L1/L2 to L4/L5,
whilst it is avoided at the L5/S1 level.[7] Indications for XLIF
combined with posterior fixation include lumbar spinal stenosis
and adjacent segment disease.[29,30] Another posterior fusion
approach is TLIF, which was proposed to reduce the extent of
neural retraction required during the traditional PLIF approach.
Accordingly, TLIF has been associated with less blood loss and
reduced risk of injury to the neural and vascular structures, as
well as shorter operating time.[31] During TLIF, a unilateral
access to the intervertebral space is achieved by performing a
unilateral laminectomy and a partial facectomy to allow the
insertion of a single “banana”-shaped or rectangular interbody
fusion implant. Posterior fixation is usually performed to provide
immediate segmental stability and potentially enhance the fusion
outcomes.[32] TLIF has been indicated for the treatment of low
back pain associated with grade I or II spondylolisthesis,
degenerative disc disease, recurrent disc herniation, and revision
surgery.[33] All the fusion approaches described above can now
be performed using minimally invasive surgery (MIS) techniques,
which have been shown to reduce intraoperative blood loss and
shorten hospital stay.[34,35] Long-term data are needed to
examine the clinical effectiveness of MIS versus open LIF
procedures.[36,37] As an alternative to lumbar fusion, total disc
replacement (TDR) is a motion-preserving technique which has
been indicated for the treatment of symptomatic lumbar
degenerative disc disease, although superiority compared to
fusion has not yet been proved.[38,39] Whilst the number of
available surgical options increases, the current practice related to
lumbar fusion surgery has been scarcely investigated and no
comprehensive information on fusion implant trends is available
in the literature.[5,40–42] With this UK-based study, we aim to

provide a preliminary investigation of current surgeon practice
and implant preferences in lumbar fusion surgery, by specifically
focusing on the relevant factors which influence surgeons’
decision making process.

2. Methods

Data were obtained from consultant spinal surgeons to
investigate the various factors defining the choice of a specific
surgical procedure and interbody fusion implant. This was
performed by designing a questionnaire survey which was
submitted to a group of eligible participants.

2.1. Survey design and sample size

An in-person survey was conducted at BritSpine 2016 (April 6–8,
2016), in Nottingham, United Kingdom. Eligibility was limited to
consultant spinal surgeons with at least 1 year experience as
postholder. Eligibility was verified at a preliminary stage of the
interviews before the submission of the survey.
The questionnaire was developed by the authors of this paper

taking into account the perspectives of both academic researchers
and clinicians. At the design stage, we incorporated feedbacks
from researchers with survey experience and phrased the most
pertinent questions to assure survey effectiveness. The survey was
designed to be completed in approximately five minutes. The
questionnaire included 15 questions (12 multiple-choice and 3
Likert scale) and consisted of 4 sections aiming to address the
following aspects: (A) surgeon’s background and experience; (B)
choice of surgical procedure for lumbar fusion; (C) factors
influencing implant choice; (D) use of bone graft materials.
Section A included general demographic questions on

surgeons’ specialty and experience as postholders.
Section B enquired about the number of spinal fusion surgeries

performed in the last year of surgeons’ practice. A Likert scale (1–
5 ranking) question was included to investigate the relevance of
patient-specific evaluation and spinal segment for the choice of
the surgical procedure. Questions on the preferred fixation
surgeries were also included in this part of the survey.
Section C comprised 2 Likert scale queries (1–5 ranking) on the

importance of clinical, market-related factors, and geometrical
parameters for the choice of the fusion implant. Amultiple-choice
question addressed the correlation between cage lordotic angle
and affected spinal segment. Queries on the preferred implant
material, structure and design were also included. The latter was
investigated by asking which design resembled surgeons’ favorite
implant. Specifically, 6 different profiles of cage endplate
geometry and 6 different designs for bone grafting area were
shown.
Finally, section D aimed to investigate the current bone

grafting procedures and the potential use of synthetic graft
substitutes. The questionnaire is available as the Supplementary
information to this manuscript, http://links.lww.com/MD/C301.

2.2. Data collection and analysis

An in-person methodology was selected for this survey to ensure
the maximum response rate and minimize the chance of
incomplete responses. During the conference, 32 eligible
consultant spine surgeons were asked to complete a questionnaire
presented in paper form. Data were collected anonymously and
entered into a datasheet based on a randomized ID. Due to the
nature of this study, no assessment by a medical ethics review
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board was required. All data were analyzed using descriptive
statistics using GraphPad Prism Sofware, by combining simple
graphical and tabular descriptive summaries. Frequencies were
depicted as percentages of valid responses.

3. Results

3.1. Demographics

Thirty-two questionnaires were returned: 22 fully completed, 10
with an average completion rate of 91.4%. Demographics of the
participants were as follow: 87.5% of respondents were
orthopedic spine surgeons, whereas only 12.5% of respondents
were neurosurgeons. Surgeons’ medical specialties and experi-
ence as consultants are reported in Table 1.

3.2. Surgical procedures
3.2.1. Fusion approaches. The majority (58.1%) of surgeons
performed 11 to 50 cases of TLIF. Accordingly, the most

frequently applied fusion technique was TLIF (40.4%), followed
by PLIF (28.1%), ALIF (15.8%), and XLIF or DLIF (14.0%).
Table 2 shows the occurrences of surgical cases categorized
according to each surgical procedure.
The majority of surgeons agreed that the choice of surgical

procedure (84.4%) and fusion approach (87.5%) was based on a
patient-specific evaluation. The spinal segment was also consid-
ered as a relevant parameter for the selection of the surgical
procedure and fusion approach by the 78.1% and 81.3% of
surgeons, respectively (Fig. 1).

3.2.2. Fixation procedures.Questions on the preferred fixation
choices were completed by all the 32 respondents. The preferred
fixation procedure involved the insertion of pedicle screws,
according to the 46% of total responses. Conversely, the 24%
and 16% of participants’ responses favored anterior screws
fixation or a combination of anterior and posterior fixation,
respectively. The use of fusion cages equipped with anterior
fixation plates was reported as first choice for the 10% of
responses. Stand-alone cages were selected in only 4% of
responses.

3.3. Implant choice
3.3.1. Clinical and market-related factors. Patient specific
evaluation and evidence of clinical outcomes turned out to be
most relevant factors for the choice of fusion implants, according
to the 75.0% and 81.3% of respondents, respectively. The
majority of surgeons (81.3%) also considered implant geometry
as a crucial parameter influencing implant choice, whilst product
price and manufacturer were recognized as important by the
68.8% and 37.5% of surgeons, respectively (Fig. 2).

3.3.2. Material choice. Twenty-eight surgeons answered the
questions related to the material structure. The most frequently

Table 1

Surgeons’ background and experience (n=32).

Number of respondents (%)

Medical specialty
Orthopedic spine surgeons 28 (87.5)
Neurosurgeons 4 (12.5)

Years of experience as consultant
<5 11 (34.4)
5–9 6 (18.8)
10–14 6 (18.8)
15–19 5 (15.6)
20 or more 3 (12.5)

Figure 1. Relevance of a patient-specific evaluation and affected spinal segment for the selection of surgical procedure (e.g., fusion or disc replacement surgery)
and fusion approach (e.g., anterior or posterior interbody fusion) (n=32).

Table 2

Number of lumbar surgeries performed in the last year (n=30–32, multiple choice allowed).

Number of responses (%)

Surgical procedure None 1–10 cases 11–50 cases 51–100 cases >100 cases

Anterior (ALIF) 8 (26.7) 12 (40.0) 10 (33.3) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Posterior (PLIF) 9 (28.1) 10 (31.3) 10 (31.3) 2 (6.3) 1 (3.1)
Lateral (XLIF/DLIF) 13 (41.9) 9 (29.0) 8 (25.8) 1 (3.2) 0 (0)
Transforaminal (TLIF) 4 (12.9) 6 (19.4) 18 (58.1) 3 (9.7) 0 (0)
Total disc replacement (TDR) 26 (83.9) 5 (16.1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
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used material for fusion implants was found to be titanium,
according to the 54.3% of responses, followed by tantalum and
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) with 28.6% and 17.1% of
responses, respectively. Overall, porous/trabecular implants were
the first choice for 54.8% of responses, whilst 41.9% were
nonporous materials with rough/threaded topology. Implants
with smooth surface were consistently disregarded.

3.3.3. Implant geometry. Cage width (90.7%), length (87.5%),
thickness (93.8%), and lordotic angle (93.8%) were all
considered important variables by the majority of respondents.
The majority of surgeons (56.8%) favored implants with double-

side angle, whilst 32.4% and 10.8% of respondents chose one-
side angled cages and parallel-shape cages, respectively. The
correlation between cage lordotic angle and affected spinal
segment is shown in Table 3. The most frequently used implant at
the L1/L2 (56.7%), L2/L3 (51.7%), and L3/L4 (45.2%) levels
was a 5° angled cage, whereas a 15° angled cage was preferred at
the L5/S1 segment. At the L4/L5 level, surgeons similarly favored
5° (29.0%), 10° (32.3%), and 15° (32.3%) angle cages.
Cage endplate designs d and e were favored equally according

to the 33.3% of responses, followed by design f at 19.4% (Fig. 3).
For bone grafting area, design c with 2 bone graft voids was the
preferred profile based on 35.5% of responses (Fig. 4). Instead,

Figure 3. Selection of an endplate geometry of implant by surgeons during
fusion surgery procedures (n=31).

Figure 2. Relevance of generic parameters, such as patient evaluation, clinical evidence, implant geometry, price, and manufacturer which may influence the
selection of fusion implants (n=32).

Table 3

Cage lordotic angle mostly used according to the lumbar segment (n=29–31).

Lumbar segment
Number of occurrences (%)

0° 5° 10° 15° >15°

L1/L2 9 (30.0) 17 (56.7) 3 (10.0) 1 (3.3) 0 (0)
L2/L3 6 (20.7) 15 (51.7) 7 (24.1) 1 (3.3) 0 (0)
L3/L4 2 (6.5) 14 (45.2) 12 (38.7) 3 (9.7) 0 (0)
L4/L5 1 (3.2) 9 (29.0) 10 (32.3) 10 (32.3) 1 (3.2)
L5/S1 1 (3.3) 2 (6.7) 9 (30.0) 16 (53.3) 2 (6.7)

Figure 4. Selection of implant design based on available bone grafting area by
spinal surgeons (n=26).
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the 22.6%ofparticipants’ responses favored a single-holedesignb,
whereas the 16.1% (5) of responses depicted a complex design f.

3.4. Bone graft materials

Most interviewed surgeons preferred autograft bone grafting
procedures according to the 60.0% of responses, whilst the
33.3% of responses indicated synthetic bone graft substitutes
(Table 4). Within the nonautograft bone graft solutions, the
preferred materials were synthetic hydroxyapatite (HA)-based
composites according to the 76.7% of responses. The preferred
form for bone graft substitutes was injectable paste according to
the 80.8% of responses.

4. Discussion

This UK-based pilot study provides a descriptive portrait of
current surgical practice in lumbar fusion surgery. To-date, only
few studies have described the current practice for the treatment
of low back pain.[5,41,43] However, none of them focused also on
surgeons’ implant decision making process. Hence, the purpose
of our survey was to provide not only a snapshot of the current
treatment of choice in the United Kingdom, but also to explore
the rationale behind each choice.
Amongst the possible surgical procedures, lumbar fusion is the

most prevalent surgery. Indeed, the majority of respondents
(83.9%) performed no cases of lumbar artificial disc replacement
over their last year of clinical practice. There is some variability of
practice related to the possible fusion approaches, which might
confirm the agreement for a patient-centered care and individual
patient management.[5] Despite this variability, TLIF is the most
performed fusion approach rather than PLIF, ALIF, or XLIF/
DLIF. However, there is no convincing clinical evidence in the
literature which supports the choice of a specific surgical
technique for a certain population of patients.[11,44,45] Our
findings illustrate that spinal instrumentation is widely adopted
as an adjunct to lumbar fusion. Accordingly, fixation surgery is
largely favored (96.0%) over the use of stand-alone cages.
Posterior fixation with pedicle screws is the most common
procedure. However, there is no clear uniformity of opinion as it
pertains to fixation surgery, which is in accordance with the
variety of possible fusion approaches. Importantly, our findings

consistently highlight the relevance of a patient-oriented
management for the choice of the surgical procedure (84.4%),
fusion approach (87.5%), and associated interbody fusion
implant (75.0%).
With regards to the shape and materials of the device, there is

limited evidence in the literature concerning the current fusion
implant trends among surgeons’ practice. Interbody fusion cages
are in fact available in a wide range varying materials, shapes,
and architectures. However, it does not appear clear which
parameter is currently the most important.[46,47] According to a
recent survey conducted in the Netherlands, neurosurgeons use
cages made in polyether–ether–ketone (PEEK) more often than
titanium cages, whereas orthopedic surgeons prefer titanium
cages.[41] In our study, the majority of respondents were
orthopedic spinal consultants (87.5%) and, overall, titanium
cages were the most common (54.3%). Additionally, implants
with smooth surface are generally discarded, whilst porous/
trabecular or rough/threaded implants seem to be the favorite
choice. Overall, our findings suggest uniformity of opinion
concerning the relevance of implant geometry for the choice of
the fusion implant (81.3%). Design factors such as cage width,
length, height, and lordotic angle are all considered relevant.
Parallel-shape cages are avoided in most cases (89.2%) and
hyperlordotic cages are preferred at the lumbosacral level.
Indeed, in order to correct sagittal alignment and balance, a 5° to
6° angle was proven to be sufficient at L4–L5 level and above, but
not enough at L5–S1 level.[48] Furthermore, our results show that
some implant designs are more common than others but there is
uncertainty regarding which design should be preferred. A
specific fusion technique limits the width of the surgical access
and, in turn, the possible sizes and shapes of the implant are
restricted. Hence, the established variety of practice well reflects
the diversity of opinion on implant design. Several clinical and
biomechanical studies have been focused on evaluating the
performance of different profiles for lumbar cages.[42,49–51]

However, clinical evidence is still inadequate and comparisons
are limited to few different designs. Based on this survey,
surgeons have shown to value a patient-oriented care, neverthe-
less, there is limited scientific literature evidencing uniform
guidelines for some patient categories or specific diseases. In this
context, patient-specific technology has the potential to alter
future spinal surgical practice, by providing perfectly fitting
implants tailored on a given situation. This approach has shown
great popularity in orthopedics over the past 5 years, however, its
applicability to spinal fusion surgery has only recently been
explored.[52,53] The feasibility of designing and manufacturing of
anatomical-shaped fusion cages using 3D printing technology has
been shown.[52,54] However, clinically relevant studies in this area
still need to be explored. The current stage of the spinal implant
market is not yet patient-specific, but future industrial and
academic investments will be likely focus towards the customi-
zation of spinal implants.
The last part of the survey aimed to investigate the current

practice as it pertains the possible bone grafting procedures. The
results of our survey highlight that autograft surgeries were the
most common bone grafting procedures in the United Kingdom,
still overcoming the use of synthetic substitutes. Contrarily, a
slight shift from autologous to substitute grafts was reported in
the United States during the past 16 years.[55] Between the
nonautograft options, surgeons favor the use of synthetic
substitutes, preferable HA-based composite materials (76.7%).
Injectable paste form is preferred (80.8%), perhaps for the ease of
insertion and possibility to fill small bone cavities.

Table 4

Preferred bone graft materials (multiple choice allowed).

Number of responses (%)

Category of bone graft materials (n=28)
Autograft 18 (60.0)
Allograft 1 (3.3)
Synthetic 10 (33.3)
Other 1 (3.3)

Nonautograft bone graft materials (n=27)
HA (hydroxyapatite) 9 (30.0)
Si-HA (silicon–hydroxyapatite) 2 (6.7)
HA-CC (hydroxyapatite–calcium carbonate) 11 (36.7)
Coralline hydroxyapatite 1 (3.3)
DBX, DBM (demineralized bone matrix) 6 (20.0)
Other 1 (3.3)

Form of bone graft materials (n=25)
Paste 21 (80.8)
Granules 3 (11.5)
Cement 0 (0)
Other 2 (7.7)
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The pilot nature of this study includes indeed several
limitations. First, this survey was conducted at a single event
(i.e., BritSpine 2016, April 6–8, 2016, Nottingham, United
Kingdom). This event, which is held every 2 years, attracts
participants from the British Association of Spinal Surgeons
(BASS) which counted 381 memberships at the end of 2016, and
includes a large part of the population of spinal consultants in the
United Kingdom. The results of our study indeed include a sample
of the UK consultant spinal surgeons. Because of the relatively
small size of the interviewed group, we were unable to perform
any more accurate statistical analysis of subpopulations or
correlations among responses. Hence, this may affect the
scalability of the results of this research. However, a strength
of this study was the fact that we approached only expert spinal
surgeons with at least 1 year experience as consultants.
Therefore, only surgeons who undertook their own surgical
decisions were recruited. Because of the face-to-face recruitment
method, we could maximize the response and completion rates of
the questionnaire, however, this may have interfered with the in-
depth thinking of participants, thus increase the response bias. In
addition, no specific distinction between open versus minimally
invasive fusion surgeries was made in this study. In the context of
such rapidly evolving techniques, it will be useful to continue this
investigation by repeating the survey at future meetings and
updating the questions accordingly. Such longitudinal analysis
will allow us to monitor the progresses in this field. Moreover,
surgeons’ indications for specific diseases such as lumbar
degenerative disc disease, trauma, and deformity have not been
assessed in details. Future investigations should therefore focus
on identifying subgroups of cases for whom a specific lumbar
fusion approach is contemplated as an effective treatment. As it
pertains to the factors influencing implant choice, the correlation
between distinctive designs with specific fusion approaches has
not been fully addressed in the questionnaire, thus limiting the
interpretation of the results. Indeed, the geometry of the
interbody fusion implant is a direct function of the surgical
approach that it is used for. Finally, a more detailed cost analysis
of surgical procedures and implants would also be relevant for
the description of surgeons’ decision making process. Despite
these limitations, we believe that this pilot study can provide a
snapshot of current surgeons’ practice and, at the same time,
encourages bigger scale surveys.

5. Conclusions

The present survey attempts at investigating the variability in
surgeons’ decision making process in spinal fusion surgery. Our
findings suggest the relevance of a patient-oriented management,
which is confirmed by a wide variability of choices among
surgeons’ practice. There is a lack of consensus among spinal
surgeons concerning the choice of the fusion approach, fixation
surgery, and interbody fusion implant. Various parameters in
terms of implant geometry might lead surgeons’ practice;
however, current clinical evidence is still inadequate to justify
the superiority of one implant over another. Given the
importance of a patient-centered care, research needs to examine
the outcomes of lumbar fusion surgery for certain pathologies
and specific populations of patients.
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